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Abstract 

Let X be a non-empty subset of a group G. A subgroup A of G is said to be X-s-
semipermutable in G, if A has a supplement T in G such that for every Sylow 

subgroup pT  of T there exists an element Xx ∈  such that x
pAT  .AT x

p=  In this 

paper, we use X-s-semipermutable subgroup to study the structures of some finite 
groups. 

1. Introduction 

All groups considered in this paper are finite. 

A subgroup A of a group G is said to be permutable with a subgroup 
B, if .BAAB =  A subgroup A is said to be permutable or quasinormal   
[2, 17] in G, if A is permutable with all subgroups of G. The permutable 
subgroup has many interesting properties, for example, Ore [17] proved 
that every permutable subgroup of a group is subnormal. Itô and Szép 
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[14] proved that for every permutable subgroup H of a group GHHG,  

is nilpotent. Kegel [15] and Deskins [1] proved that the subgroup H 
permute with all Sylow subgroups of G is also subnormal. Recently, Guo 
et al. [6, 9, 10] introduced the concept of conditionally permutable 
subgroup (in more generality, X-quasinormal subgroup for some non-
empty subset X of G). They say that subgroups H and T of a group G are 

conditionally permutable (X-permutable) in G, if HTHT xx =  for some 
,Gx ∈  (respectively, Xx ∈ ). Some later, they introduced again the 

concept of X-semipermutable subgroup [8, 16]. For a non-empty subset X 
of a group G, a subgroup A of G is said to be X-semipermutable in G, if A 
has a supplement T in G such that A is X-permutable with any subgroup 
of T. By using these concepts, some interesting results have been 
obtained (see, for example, [5-12, 16]). 

As a continuation, we now give the following definition. 

Definition 1.1. Let A, B be subgroups of a group G and X be a non-
empty subset of G. Then A is said to be X-s-semipermutable in G, if A has 
a supplement T in G such that A is X-permutable with all Sylow 
subgroups of T. 

Throughout this paper, we will use ( )AXs  to denote the set of all 

such supplements T of A in G that A is X-permutable with all Sylow 
subgroups of T. Obviously, A is X-s-semipermutable in G, if and only if 

( ) .∅≠AXs  

In the present paper, we study the influence of X-s-semipermutable 
subgroups on the structure of finite groups. 

All unexplained notation and terminology are standard. The reader is 
referred to [3, 18]. 

2. Preliminaries 

In this section, we give some basic properties of X-s-semipermutable 
subgroups and also cite some known results, which are used in the sequel. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let A and X be subgroups of G and .GN −<  Then: 

(1) If H is a permutable subgroup of G and A is X-s-semipermutable in 
G, then H A is an X-s-semipermutable subgroup of G. 

(2) If A is X-s-semipermutable in G, and ( ),AXT s∈  then NAN  is 
NXN -s-semipermutable in ,NG  and ( ) ( ).NANNXNNTN s∈  

(3) If NA  is NXN -s-semipermutable in ,NG  and ∈NT  
( ) ( ),NANXN s  then A is X-s-semipermutable in G and ( ).AXT s∈  

(4) If A is X-s-semipermutable in ,, GDAG −≤ <  and ,DX ≤  then A 

is X-s-semipermutable in D. 

(5) If ( )AXT s∈  and ( ),XNA G≤  then ( ),AXT s
x ∈  for any .Gx ∈  

(6) If A is X-s-semipermutable in G and ,DX ≤  then A is D-s-
semipermutable in G. 

Proof. (1) Let ( ).AXT s∈  Then HATATG ==  and for any Sylow 

subgroup pT  of T, we have ,ATAT x
p

x
p =  for some .Xx ∈  This implies 

that HATHAT x
p

x
p =  and also ( ).HAXT s∈  

(2) Obviously, ( ) ( ).NTNNANG =  Let ( )NTNp π∈  and 

NNTp  be a Sylow p-subgroup of ,NTN  where pT  be a Sylow p 

subgroup of T. Then ,ATAT x
p

x
p =  where .Xx ∈  It follows that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).NANNNTNNTNAN Nx
p

Nx
p =  Therefore, ∈NTN  

( ) ( ).NANNNX s  

(3) Since ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ,, NATNTNANGNANXNNT s ==∈  

and so .ATG =  Take pT  be a Sylow p-subgroup of T for any ( ).Tp π∈  

Then NNTp  be a Sylow p-subgroup of NT  and ( )( )Nx
p NNTNA  

( ) ( ),NANNT Nx
p=  for some .NXNNx ∈  This implies that 

ATAT x
p

x
p =  and .Xx ∈  Thus ( ).AXT s∈  
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(4) Let T be a supplement of A in G and ( ).AXT s∈  Then IDD =  

( ).TDAAT I=  Take a Sylow p-subgroup P of ,TD I  for any π∈p  

( ).TD I  Then there exists a Sylow p-subgroup pT  of T such that 

DP = .pTI  Since ATAT x
p

x
p =  for some ( ) ==∈ x

p
x TDAAPXx I,  

( ) .APATDATDATD xx
p

x
p

x
p === III  Thus A is X-s-semipermu-

table in D. 

(5) Since ( ) ,, x
s ATATGAXT ==∈  for any Gx ∈  (see the following 

Lemma 2.2) and so xT  is also a supplement of A in G. It is easy to see 

that ax TT =  for some .Aa ∈  Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of ,aT  where 

( ).aTp π∈  Then ( ).
1

TSylP p
a ∈
−

 Thus, there exists an element Xd ∈  

such that ( ) ( ) .
11

APPA dada −−
=  Then [ ( ) ]adaPA

1−
[( ) ]ada AP

1−
=  

( ) ( ) ,
11 APAPdPdA

aa ddaaaaa ==
−−  and Xda ∈  since ( ).XNA G∈  

This shows that ( ).AXT x ∈  

(6) This part is evident. 

Lemma 2.2 [4, Lemma 3.1]. Let N and L be normal subgroups of a 
group G. Let LP  be a Sylow p-subgroup of ,LNL  and LM  be a 

maximal subgroup of .LP  If pP  is a Sylow p-subgroup of ,NP I  then 

pP  is a Sylow p-subgroup of N such that pPNMD II=  is a maximal 

subgroup of pP  and .LDM =  

Lemma 2.3 [9, Lemma 3.10]. Let G be a group and p, q be distinct 
prime divisors of .G  Let P be a noncyclic Sylow p-subgroup of G. If every 

maximal subgroup of P has a q-closed supplement in G, then G is q-closed. 

Lemma 2.4 [9, Lemma 3.13]. Let A and B be subgroups of a group G 

such that ABG ≠  and ABAB xx =  for each .Gx ∈  Then G has a 
proper normal subgroup N such that either NA ≤  or .NB ≤  
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Lemma 2.5. Let G be a group, P be a p-subgroup of G, and Q be a q-
subgroup of G, where qp,  are different primes dividing .G  If L is a 

subnormal subgroup of G and ,QPPQ =  then ( )LPLPQ II =  
( ).LQ I  

Proof. It follows directly from [3, Lemma 3.8.2]. 

3. Main Results 

Theorem 3.1. Let G be a group and ( ).GFX =  Then G is super-

soluble, if and only if every maximal subgroup of each noncyclic Sylow 
subgroup of G having no supersoluble supplement in G is X-s-semiper-
mutable in G. 

Proof. The necessity is obvious. We only need to prove the sufficiency 
part. 

Assume that the assertion is false and let G be a counterexample of 
minimal order. Then: 

(1) The quotient group RG  is supersoluble for any minimal normal 

subgroup R of G. 

Assume that RP  is a noncyclic Sylow p-subgroup of ,RG  and 

RP1  is a maximal subgroup of .RP  If pG  is a Sylow p-subgroup of P, 

then pG  is a noncyclic Sylow p-subgroup of G and .RPRRGp =  By 

Lemma 2.2, pGP I1  is a maximal subgroup of pG  and ( I11 PRP =  

).pG  If pGP I1  has a supersoluble supplement T in G. Then ≅RTR  

RTT I  is a supersoluble supplement of RP1  in .RG  If pGP I1  is 

X-s-semipermutable in G, then by Lemma 2.1(2), ( ) =RGPR pI1  

RP1  is RXR -s-semipermutable in .RG  This shows that the 

hypotheses holds for the quotient group .RG  Thus RG  is super-

soluble by the choice of G. 

(2) G has a unique minimal normal subgroup H and ( ) .1=Φ G  
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It is clear by (1), since the class of all supersoluble groups is a 
saturated formation. 

(3) G is soluble and so [ ] ,MHG =  where ( ) ( ) === GOHCH pG  

( ) XGF =  is not cyclic and M is a maximal supersoluble subgroup of G. 

Suppose that G is not soluble. Then ( ) 1== GFX  by (1). Let p be the 

smallest prime divisor of H  and pH  be a Sylow p-subgroup of H. It is 

clear that pH  is not a cyclic group (see [18, II, Theorem 5.5]). Take some 

Sylow p-subgroup P of G such that .PH p ⊆  Then P is not cyclic. If every 

maximal subgroup of P possesses a supersoluble supplement in G, then 
by Lemma 2.3, G is q-closed, where q is the largest prime divisor of ,G  

which contradicts ( ) .1≠GF  Therefore, by the hypothesis, there is a 
maximal subgroup 1P  of P, which is X-s-semipermutable in G. Let ∈T  

( ).1PXs  Then for any Sylow q-subgroup Q of T, where ,pq ≠  we have 

.11 QPQP =  Let L be a minimal subnormal subgroup of G. Then L is a 

simple non-abelian group. Obviously for any ,La ∈  we have ∈aQ  

( ).a
q TSyl  Moreover, Lemma 2.1(5) implies that ( )1PXT s

a ∈  and so 

.11 PQQP aa =  By Lemma 2.5, ( ) ( ) ( )LPLQLPLQP aa IIII 111 ==  

( ) .aLQ I  Obviously, ( ) ( ) LLQLP a ≠II1  since the left is soluble. It 
follows from Lemma 2.4 that L is not a simple group, which is a 
contradiction. Thus G is a soluble group. The rest part is clear. 

(4) H is not a Sylow subgroup of G. 

Assume that H is a Sylow subgroup of G. Clearly, H is not a cyclic 
subgroup. Let 1H  be a maximal subgroup of H. By the hypothesis, 1H  

either possesses a supersoluble supplement T in G or is X-s-
semipermutable in G. In the first case, ( )THHTHHH II 11 ==  and 

consequently .1≠TH I  Moreover, since H is abelian, obviously TH I  

GHT =<  and so ,HTH =I  which implies that GT =  is super-

soluble, a contraction. Therefore, we may assume that there exists a 
subgroup ( ),1HXT s∈  that is, ,1THG =  and for any pq ≠  and any 
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Sylow q-subgroup Q of T, we have 11 HQQH xx =  for some .HXx =∈  

It follows that 11 QHQH =  since ( ).HCH G=  Now, since 1H  is a 

subnormal Sylow subgroup of ( )., 11 HNQQH G≤  This induces that 

,1 GH −<  which contradicts the minimal normality of H. 

(5) Final contradiction. 

Let q be the largest prime divisor of .G  Suppose that .qp =  Then 

since HG  is supersoluble and ( ),GOH p=  H is a Sylow p-subgroup of 

G, a contradiction. Hence, .qp <  Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup (clearly, P 
is not cyclic) and Q be a Sylow q-subgroup of G. It is easy to see that every 
maximal subgroup 1P  of P containing H has a supersoluble supplement 

in G. If every maximal subgroup of P not containing H also has a 
supersoluble supplement T in G, then by Lemma 2.3, GQ −<  and so 

( ) ,HGFQ =≤  a contradiction. This shows that P has a maximal 

subgroup 1P  such that 1HPP =  and 1P  is X-s-semipermutable in G. 

Take a subgroup ( ),1PXT s∈  then TPG 1=  and for any Sylow r-

subgroup R of T, where ,pr ≠  we have 11 PRRP xx =  for some .Xx ∈  

Let ( ) ,,1 prTSylRRPD r
x ≠∈=  then HDG =  and .GDH −<I  

Obviously, HHD ≠I  and so .1=DH I  It follows that ,11 =PH I  

and thereby .: 1 pPPH ==  This contradiction completes the proof. 

Theorem 3.2. Let G be a group and ( ).GFX =  Then the following 

are equivalent: 

(1) Every maximal subgroup of each Sylow subgroup of G is X-s-
semipermutable in G. 

(2) [ ]MDG =  is a supersoluble group, where D and M are nilpotent 
Hall subgroups of G, and every maximal subgroup of D is normal in G. 

Proof. (1) ⇒  (2). Assume that this is not true and let G be a 
counterexample of minimal order. Then: 
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(1) G is supersoluble (It follows directly from Throrem 3.1) and clearly 
G is not nilpotent. 

(2) Let NGD =  is the nilpotent residual of G. Then D is a nilpotent 
Hall subgroup of G. 

Obviously, .GD ′⊆  Since G is supersoluble, ( ),GFG ⊆′  and hence 

( ).GFXD =⊆  We now prove that D is a Hall subgroup of G. We first 

suppose that G has two minimal normal subgroups H and R such that H 
is a p-subgroup and R is a q-group with .qp ≠  Without loss of generality, 
we may suppose that .DH ⊆  Using the same argument as in Theorem 
3.1, we know that the hypothesis is true for .RG  Hence, by the choice of 

G, we have ( ) RDRRRGRG == NN  is a Hall subgroup of .RG  

Let pD  be a Sylow p-subgroup of D, then RRDp  is a Sylow p-subgroup 

of .RDR  Consequently, RRDp  is a Sylow p-subgroup of .RG  

Therefore, pD  be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Assume that DDp ≠  and let 

rD  be a Sylow r-subgroup of D, where .pr ≠  We consider the factor 

group .HG  Then we conclude, as above, that rD  be a Sylow r-subgroup 

of G. This implies that D is a Hall subgroup of G. Now, consider the case 
that all the minimal normal subgroups of G are p-groups. In this case, by 
virtue of the supersolubility of ( ) ( )GOGFG p=,  is a Sylow p-subgroup of 

G and so ( ).GOD p⊆  Let H be a minimal normal subgroup of G, if 

,DH ≠  then by induction D is a Sylow p-subgroup of G since HG  

satisfies the hypothesis. 

Now, it remains only to consider the case .DH =  If ( ( ))GOpΦ=Φ  

,1≠  then obviously ΦG  satisfies the hypothesis and so =ΦΦD  

( )NN Φ=ΦΦ GG  is a Hall subgroup of .ΦG  If ,Φ⊆H  then 

( ) ( )NN GGGG Φ≅Φ  is nilpotent, which leads to that G is 

nilpotent since ( ).GΦ⊆Φ  The contradiction shows that Φ⊆/H  and so 

ΦΦH  is a non-identity p-group. Since, ( ) ΦΦ=ΦΦ=Φ HGG NN  
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is a Hall subgroup of ΦΦΦ HG ,  is a Sylow p-subgroup of .ΦG  It 

follows that ( )GOH p=Φ  and so ( )GODH p==  is a Sylow subgroup of 

G. 

Now, we assume that ( ( )) ,1=Φ GOp  and then ( ) ( ) Gp CGFGO ==  

( )( )GF  is an elementary abelian p-group. We show that every proper 

subgroup T of ( ) ( )GFGOp =  is normal in G. Assume that T is a maximal 

subgroup of ( ).GOp  Since ( )GOp  is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, by the 

hypothesis, T is X-s-semipermutable in G. By using the same argument 
as in proof of Theorem 3.1, we can see that .GT<  Assume that T is a non-

maximal subgroup of ( ).GOp  We prove that T is also normal in G. 

Clearly, it needs only to show that T is the intersection of all maximal 
subgroups iT  of ( )GOp  containing T. Since, ( ( )) ( )GOGO pp ,1=Φ  is an 

elementary abelian p-subgroup. Hence, ( ) TGOp  is also an elementary 

abelian subgroup and so ( ( ) ) .1=Φ TGOp  It follows that T is the 

intersection of all maximal subgroups of ( )GOp  containing T. 

By [3, Theorem 1.8.17], ( ) ,2 tp aaaGO ×××= L  where ia  is 

a minimal normal subgroup of G. Let Ha =  and ,21 taaaa L=  then 

clearly ( ) .21 tp aaaGO ×××= L  Because G is not nilpotent and 

( ) ( ) ( )., GZGOGOGD pp ⊆/⊆= N  Hence, there exists an index i such 

that ( ).GZai ∈/  Then G has an element g such that ( ) 1, =pg  and ∈/g  

( ).iG aC  Let [[ ] ],,, 1 ni yyay L=  where ,1 gyy n === L  and 

( )DGcn =  is the nilpotent class of .DG  Then .DHy =∈  On the 

other hand, iay ∈  and 1≠y  since ( ).iG aCg ∈/  Hence ,Hai =  

which is impossible. This completes the proof of (2). 

(3) [ ] ,MDG =  where D and M are nilpotent Hall subgroups of G. It 
follows directly from (2) and the well known Schur-Zasenhaus theorem. 

(4) To completes the proof of (1) ⇒  (2). 
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Let M be an arbitrary maximal subgroup of D. Then ,: pMD =  for 
some prime p. Let pM  be a Sylow p-subgroup of M. Then ,ppMMM ′=  

where pM ′  is a Hall -p′ subgroup of D. Since pM ′  char ., GMGD p −′−
<<  

Thus, in order to show that ,GM<  we only need to prove that pM  is 

normal in G. It is clear that pM  is a maximal subgroup of the Sylow p-

subgroup pD  of D. By the hypothesis, there exists a subgroup sXT ∈  

( ),pM  that is, for any Sylow q-subgroup Q of T, there exists Xx ∈  such 

that .p
xx

p MQQM =  Clearly, pp DM −<  char .GD −<  This implies that 

pM  is a subnormal Hall subgroup of ,x
pQM  and consequently ∈xQ  

( ).pG MN  Moreover, obviously .pp DM −<  Thus .GM p −<  This completes 

the proof of (1) ⇒  (2). 

(2) ⇒  (1) Let ( )Gp π∈  and 1P  be a maximal subgroup of a Sylow p-
subgroup of G. We prove that 1P  is X-s-semipermutable in G. Firstly, it is 
clear that G is itself a supplement of 1P  in G. Let Q be an arbitrary Sylow 
q-subgroup of G and ( ) ( )., 21 MD π=ππ=π  We now distinguish the 
following possible cases: 

 (i) .1π∈q  In this case, GQ<  and so .11 QPQP =  

(ii) .2π∈= qp  In this case, yQP =  for some .Gy ∈  Consequently, 

.11 PQQP yy =  Let { }nQQ ,,1 L=∑  be a Sylow systems of G containing 

Q and ( ).∑= GNN  By [13, VI, Theorem 11.10], N covers all central 

principal factors of G. Since G is supersoluble, ( ).GFXG =⊆′  Thus 

.XNNGG =′=  Now let ,xny =  where Xx ∈  and ,Nn ∈  then we 

have .11 PQQP xx =  

(iii) 2, π∈qp  and .qp ≠  Since G is soluble, there exists Gy ∈  such 

that .PQPQ yy =  Let .1
yPQD =  Then gMD ≤1  for some .Gg ∈  Since 

M is nilpotent, 1D  is nilpotent. Hence 1DQ y
−<  and thereby, =yQP1  
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.1PQ y  Using the same arguments in the proof of (ii), one can show that 

11 PQQP xx =  for some .Xx ∈  

(iv) ., 21 π∈π∈ qp  In this case, .GP −<  Let pD ′  be a Hall 

-p′ subgroup of D. Then GDp −′ <  since D is nilpotent. Obviously, 

pDPM ′= 11  is a maximal subgroup of D. Consequently, .1 GM −<  

Therefore, ( ) .1111 GPDPPDPPMP pp −=′=′= <III  This implies that 

.11 QPQP =  

Thus, the proof is completed. 
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